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Agenda 
Planning Committee 
Wednesday, 8 June 2022 at 7.30 pm 

New Council Chamber, Town Hall, Reigate 

 

This meeting will take place in the Town Hall, 
Castlefield Road, Reigate. Members of the public, 
Officers and Visiting Members may attend remotely 
or in person. 

All attendees at the meeting have personal 
responsibility for adhering to any Covid control 
measures. Attendees are welcome to wear face 
coverings if they wish. 

 
Members of the public may observe the proceedings 
live on the Council’s website. 

For information about speaking at meetings of the 
Planning Committee, visit our website. 

 
 

 Members: 
    
 J. Baker 

M. S. Blacker 
J. S. Bray 
P. Chandler 
Z. Cooper 
P. Harp 
A. King 
J. P. King 

S. A. Kulka 
S. McKenna 
R. Michalowski 
S. Parnall 
C. Stevens 
D. Torra 
S. T. Walsh 
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 Substitutes: 
 Conservatives: R. Absalom, H. Avery, J. Hudson, N. C. Moses, M. Tary and 

R. S. Turner 
 Residents Group: G. Adamson, R. Harper, N. D. Harrison and G. Hinton 
 Green Party: J. Booton, V. Chester, J. C. S. Essex, A. Proudfoot, S. Sinden 

and R. Ritter 
 Liberal Democrats M. Elbourne 

 
Mari Roberts-Wood 
Head of Paid Service 

 
 



  
1.   Election of Chairman  

 To agree the appointment of the Chairman for the municipal year 
2022/23.  

 

 
2.   Election of Vice-Chairman  

 To agree the appointment of the Vice-Chairman for the municipal 
year 2022/23. 

 

 
3.   Minutes (Pages 7 - 10) 

 To confirm as a correct record the Minutes of the previous 
meeting. 

 

 
4.   Apologies for absence  

 To receive any apologies for absence.  
 
5.   Declarations of interest  

 To receive any declarations of interest.  
 
6.   Addendum to the agenda (To Be Tabled) 

 To note the addendum tabled at the meeting which provides an 
update on the agenda of planning applications before the 
Committee. 
 
PLANNING APPLICATIONS: 
 
NOTES:  

1. The order in which the applications will be considered at 
the meeting may be subject to change. 

2. Plans are reproduced in the agenda for reference 
purposes only and are not reproduced to scale.  
Accordingly dimensions should not be taken from these 
plans and the originals should be viewed for detailed 
information. Most drawings in the agenda have been 
scanned, and reproduced smaller than the original, thus 
affecting image quality. 
 

To consider the following applications: 

 

 
7.   21/03303/F - Titan House, Crossoak Lane, Salfords (Pages 11 - 54) 

 The demolition of existing buildings (2) and the erection of two 
any industrial processes (class e (g) (iii)), general industrial (use 
class b2) storage and/or distribution (use class b8) units with 
ancillary office accommodation, together with other associated 
parking, servicing landscape and infrastructure. 

 

 



8.   21/03185/F - Oldbury Engineering Ltd, 8 - 12 Balcombe Road, 
Horley 

(Pages 55 - 78) 

 Demolition of all existing building and erection of a detached 
building containing 6 apartments with associated access, parking 
for car and cycles, refuse storage and amenity space. As 
amended on 22/02/2022 and on 16/05/2022. 

 

 
9.   21/02438/F - Salfords Village Store, 21 Brighton Road, 

Salfords 
(Pages 79 - 108) 

 Demolition of existing convenience store building and 
redevelopment involving the erection of a convenience store 
(Class E) with associated parking and landscaping. As amended 
on 15/03/2022, 16/03/2022 and on 28/04/2022. 

 

 
10.   First Homes Interim Policy Statement (Pages 109 - 122) 

 Note the requirements of this new national planning housing 
policy, and the need to apply it in the borough as set out in this 
Interim Policy Statement;  
• Agree the recommended local eligibility criteria; and  
• Authorise the relevant Heads of Service alongside portfolio-
holder to amend this Interim Policy Statement as required to 
reflect lessons learnt through implementing the policy. 

 

 
11.   Any other urgent business  

 To consider any item(s) which, in the opinion of the Chairman, 
should be considered as a matter of urgency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
Our meetings 
As we would all appreciate, our meetings will be conducted in a 
spirit of mutual respect and trust, working together for the 
benefit of our Community and the Council, and in accordance 
with our Member Code of Conduct. Courtesy will be shown to 
all those taking part. 
 

 
 

Streaming of meetings 
Meetings are broadcast live on the internet and are available to 
view online for six months. A recording is retained for six years 
after the meeting. In attending any meeting, you are recognising 
that you may be filmed and consent to the live stream being 
broadcast online, and available for others to view.  
 

 
 

 

Accessibility  
The Council’s agenda and minutes are provided in English. 
However, the Council also embraces its duty to anticipate the 
need to provide documents in different formats, such as audio, 
large print or in other languages. The Council will provide such 
formats where a need is identified prior to publication or on 
request.  
 

 
Notice is given of the intention to hold any part of this meeting 
in private for consideration of any reports containing “exempt” 
information, which will be marked accordingly.  
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BOROUGH OF REIGATE AND BANSTEAD 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the Planning Committee held at the New Council Chamber - Town 
Hall, Reigate on 27 April 2022 at 7.30 pm. 
 
Present: Councillors S. Parnall (Chairman), M. S. Blacker (Vice-Chair), G. Adamson, 
J. Baker, Z. Cooper, R. Harper, F. Kelly, J. P. King, S. A. Kulka, S. McKenna, 
R. Michalowski, R. Ritter, C. Stevens and S. T. Walsh. 
  
110.   MINUTES 

It was RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 6 April 2022 be 
approved as a correct record. 
  

111.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
An apology for absence had been received from Councillor A King, Councillor 
Hudson attended as his substitute. 
  

112.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
Councillor Blacker declared a pecuniary interest in item 7, 131 Bletchingley Road, 
Merstham, as he was likely to be the agent for this application. Councillor Blacker 
was not present at the meeting for the duration of this item. 
  

113.   ADDENDUM TO THE AGENDA 
RESOLVED that the addendum be noted. 
  

114.   21/01203/F - LAND PARCEL OPPOSITE 21 TO 21C WELLESFORD CLOSE, 
BANSTEAD 
The Committee considered an application at land parcel opposite 21 to 21C 
Wellesford Close, Banstead for a residential development comprising 26 houses 
and maisonettes, including 8 units for affordable housing. Formation of two new 
access roads with turning heads, associated car parking, landscaping and tree 
planting. 
 
Andrew Siefers, a resident, spoke in objection to the application stating that he lived 
adjacent to the site. Although he was not against the site being developed, he felt 
that the proposal was an overdevelopment. He had highway concerns which he 
outlined, which included issues relating to on street parking. The current 
development would cause highway issues for existing and new residents; any new 
development would generate an increase in levels of traffic. 
 
John Escott, the Agent, spoke in support of the application stating that the site was 
incorporated into the urban area of Banstead as part of the Development 
Management Plan to enable housing development. The scheme was in keeping 
with the local environment, with mainly detached and semi-detached housing being 
proposed and the development was relatively low in density. Design had embodied 
principles of good design. A full range of assessments had been undertaken and 
there had been no objections raised by the highway authority. Parking also met the 
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local parking standards. The scheme provided 8 affordable units which complied 
with policy.  
 
A reason for refusal was proposed by Councillor Walsh and seconded by Councillor 
Michalowski, whereupon the Committee voted and RESOLVED that planning 
permission be REFUSED on the grounds that: 
 

1. The proposed development by reason of the scale of the development, the 
layout with two access roads, extent of hard surfaced parking areas including 
tandem spaces, limited space between properties and to the site boundaries, 
together with their limited plot sizes and minimal frontages would appear as a 
cramped overdevelopment of the site, out of keeping with and harmful to the 
character of the area, contrary to Policy DES1 of the Reigate and Banstead 
Development Management Plan 2019 and guidance contained within the 
Local Character and Distinctiveness Design Guide SPD 2021. 
 

2. Without a completed planning obligation, the proposal fails to provide on-site 
affordable housing, and is therefore contrary to policy DES6 of the Reigate 
and Banstead Development Management Plan 2019. 

  
115.   21/02283/F - 101 LADBROKE ROAD, REDHILL 

The Committee considered an application at 101 Ladbroke Road, Redhill, for the 
erection of 10 apartments, including access, parking and amenity space, following 
the demolition of an existing building. 
 
Louise Tait, a local resident, spoke in objection to the application, stating that the 
proposed development would have a negative impact on local residents. It would be 
wider and significantly deeper than the existing home and extending well beyond 
the rear elevations of adjoining properties. It would be overbearing, obtrusive, would 
cause a lack of privacy for all the direct neighbours and cause significant 
overshadowing of the property at 103 Ladbroke Road. The access road was a 
similar width to the outdoor space at 103 and would pass close to a bedroom and 
toilet window, creating noise, light and fume pollution. The development would 
impact the objector’s right to enjoy her garden due to noise and fumes created by 
the passing and parking of vehicles directly next to the garden. This was of 
particular importance as the objector had limited mobility and the access road would 
add to her feelings of vulnerability, particularly as Surrey Police had advised that the 
access road to rear car parking had potential to be vulnerable to crime.  Concern 
was raised regarding pre-emptive tree felling at the site and that it was unfortunate 
that no community consultation took place before the devastation of this wildlife 
habitat commenced. 
 
David Hutchinson, a local resident, spoke in objection to the application explaining 
that he lived to the rear of the application site and this proposal was significantly 
worse than the previous proposal. It would create overlooking as demonstrated by 
the photographs taken from his property. The pre-emptive tree felling was also a 
concern and an attempt to get TPOs had not been possible. Any new tree planting 
on the site may also fail as saplings could die off. With much of the development 
concreted over there was concern regarding water runoff and it was requested that 
parking be moved to the front of the development. There were concerns regarding 
the impact fumes from vehicles and lighting would have. There should be a 
reinstatement of the wildlife corridor. 
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A reason for refusal was proposed by Councillor McKenna and seconded by 
Councillor Stevens, whereupon the Committee voted and RESOLVED that planning 
permission be REFUSED on the grounds that: 
 

1. The proposal, by reason of the significant width, depth and bulk of the 
proposed building, the proposed access road and hardstanding to the rear 
and limited space for meaningful replacement landscaping to the southern 
boundary, would be incongruous and cramped overdevelopment of the site, 
out of keeping with and harmful to the character and appearance of the 
locality contrary to policies DES1 of the Reigate and Banstead Development 
Management Plan 2019 and chapter 12 of the NPPF. 
 

2. The proposal, by reason of its width, bulk, massing and depth, which extends 
significantly beyond the rear elevations of 97-99 and 103 Ladbroke Road, 
and proximity to these dwellings would appear as a dominant and 
overbearing structure when viewed from these neighbouring properties, 
harmful to the residential amenities of their occupants.  In addition the 
proximity of the access road and car parking to 97-99 Ladbroke Road and 
dwellings to the rear on Lynwood Road would result in unacceptable levels of 
noise and disturbance.  The proposal would therefore be contrary to policy 
DES1 and DES9 of the Reigate and Banstead Development Management 
Plan 2019 and chapter 12 of the NPPF. 

  
116.   21/02769/F - 131 BLETCHINGLEY ROAD, MERSTHAM 

The Committee considered an application at 131 Bletchingley Road, Merstham, for 
the construction of 2 semi-detached houses with parking and vehicle crossovers. 
 
RESOLVED that planning permission be GRANTED subject to conditions as per 
the recommendation. 
  

117.   DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT QUARTER 4 2021-22 PERFORMANCE 
The Head of Planning gave the Committee an overview of development 
management in quarter 4 and across the year. It was noted that the number of 
applications received in quarter 4 totalled 403, of which 282 were householder 
applications. Across the year a total of 1651 applications had been received and 
this was the most that had been received since 2016/17.  
 
Over the year as a whole, 81% of major applications were determined within the 
target timeframe and 86% of non-major applications were determined within the 
target timeframe. 
 
Within 2021/22, 429 breaches had been reported and this had been an upward 
trend across the year. There had been a high proportion of relatively minor 
breaches. Overall, enforcement cases over 6 months old had been reduced to 40 
and this was more in line with expectation. 
 
66.6% of major and non-major appeals had been dismissed. There had been 6 
major appeals of which 2 had been allowed and it was felt that this was a 
sustainable level. One major appeal decision was for the redevelopment of a site at 
Great Tattenhams (for a flatted scheme in the place of a site of six bungalows). An 
application was made to the High Court for the appeal decision to be quashed as it 
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was felt that the decision was unlawful. The appeal was successful; therefore, this 
did not count against these statistics. This would fall to be re-determined and would 
have to be considered when the final outcome was received. 
 
On average, across quarter 4, it was taking approximately 2.5 days to register an 
application. It was acknowledged that this had been a challenging year in terms of 
numbers, however the Planning Department had coped remarkably well in the 
circumstances. 
 
Looking forward, there were potential changes to planning arising from the 
Government’s White Paper and members would be kept informed. 
 
Members concurred that officers should take credit for the high workload that had 
been well managed and for the result at the High Court. 
 
In terms of staffing levels, there were slightly less staff now than there were in 
2016/17 and levels were being monitored. The Head of Planning stated that they 
did not wish to rely too heavily on contract staff and there was the ambition to build 
up more junior members of the team. 
 
RESOLVED that: 
 

1. The report be noted; 
 

2. The Head of Planning would confirm the ratio of staff to applications. 
  

118.   ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS 
There was none, however Mr Parker was thanked for the quality of his 
presentations this evening. The Committee thanked the Planning Team for their 
hard work this municipal year. 
 

 
 

The Meeting closed at 9.21 pm 
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TO: PLANNING COMMITTEE 

DATE: 8th June 2022 

REPORT OF: HEAD OF PLACES & PLANNING 

AUTHOR: Rosie Baker 

TELEPHONE: 01737 276173 

EMAIL: rosie.baker@reigate-banstead.gov.uk 

AGENDA ITEM: 9 WARD: Horley East and Salfords 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 21/02438/F VALID: 22/09/2021 
APPLICANT: Littlerock Developments Ltd AGENT: Vail Williams 
LOCATION: SALFORDS VILLAGE STORE, 21 BRIGHTON ROAD, SALFORDS 
DESCRIPTION: Demolition of existing convenience store building and 

redevelopment involving the erection of a convenience store 
(Class E) with associated parking and landscaping. As 
amended on 15/03/2022, 16/03/2022 and on 28/04/2022. 

All plans in this report have been reproduced, are not to scale, and are for 
illustrative purposes only. The original plans should be viewed/referenced for 
detail. 

 
 
SUMMARY 
This is a full application for the demolition of an existing vacant and dilapidated retail 
store with dwelling at first floor and the erection of a new two storey convenience 
store (Class E) with associated parking and landscaping on as site at the corner of 
Honeycrock Land and Brighton Road in Salfords.   
 
This application follows one for demolition and replacement with six flats 
(20/01624/F) approved in September 2021. 
 
The site is located within an identified local centre and as such the proposal would 
form a policy compliant use. The proposed store would be of a suitable scale and 
function to the Local Centre and would form a positive addition to the local 
community which the development would serve, bringing regeneration, employment 
and economic benefits together with the potential to encourage sustainable travel 
patterns. The principle of development is considered acceptable.  
 
The proposed design of the building would result in an improvement over the 
existing building providing frontages to both Brighton Road and Honeycrock Lane 
and would be of a similar scale, massing and bulk to the existing store with dwelling 
above. The proposed traditional design is considered acceptable and responds to 
the local context as are the proposed materials. As such it is considered the 
proposal would not result in harm to the character or appearance of the surrounding 
area. The proposal is considered to have an acceptable impact on residential 
amenity, noting the previous use of the site as a convenience store.  
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The proposal has been assessed by the County Highway Authority with respect to 
the new access arrangements, traffic generation, parking etc. Particular regard has 
been had to highway safety with the proposal being subject to a Stage 1 Road 
Safety Audit. Following amendment and the adoption of all the recommendations of 
the Road Safety Audit the County Highway Authority has no objection to the 
proposal subject to a number of conditions. The proposal is considered to have an 
acceptable impact in regard to trip generation and highway safety and would provide 
sufficient car parking and disabled car parking in accordance with the council's car 
parking standards.  

The proposal also would provide sustainability measures which would ensure that 
any flood risk is suitably mitigated and that the development would provide a 
satisfactory sustainable drainage system.  

As such the proposal is considered to accord with the Development Plan. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
Planning permission is GRANTED subject to conditions. 
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Consultations:  
 
Highway Authority: The County Highway Authority has assessed the application on 
safety, capacity and policy grounds. Initial concerns were raised. Following the 
submission of additional information and following amendment which included 
alterations to widen the pavement and change the servicing arrangements the 
Highways Authority has raised no objection subject to condition. See further 
comment in transport section of the report. 
 
Environmental Health (Contaminated Land): There is potential for asbestos to be 
present within the existing building as such a condition is recommended. 
 
Salfords and Sidlow Parish Council: Objection raising concerns in relation to the 
suitability of the site for a busy convenience store, highway safety concerns in 
relation to vehicle movements associated with deliveries, accident record in 
proximity to site and noise and disturbance to neighbours associated with deliveries. 
 
Surrey County Council Lead Local Flood Authority: Response confirming no 
comment 
 
Representations: 
 
Letters were sent to neighbouring properties on 13 October 2021, a site notice was 
posted 12 October 2021 and advertised in local press on 7 October 2021.    
 
3 responses have been received supporting the application raising the following 
issues: 
 
Issue  
Support – Community / regeneration benefit  
Support – Economic growth / jobs   
Support – Provision of local services  
Support – Encourage use of sustainable travel / walking  
 
 
1.0 Site and Character Appraisal 
 
1.1 The application site is located on the north east side of the junction of 

Brighton Road (A217) and Honeycrock Lane. The site comprises a part 
single, part two storey building which was formerly a village convenience 
store and post office with dwelling at first floor but is now vacant. To the 
northern boundary is a single storey garage building and a further single 
storey outbuilding is located in south-east corner. Vehicular access is 
currently gained via a dropped kerb off Brighton Road to the north east of the 
site. The site is currently overgrown and has an unkept appearance. 
 

1.2 The surrounding area is of mixed character, comprising some commercial 
and residential uses along Brighton Road. Predominantly building forms are 
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two storey with some examples of development within the roof (2 ½ storey 
forms.) 
 

1.3 The site is located within the Salford’s Local Centre and the villages Built Up 
Area. The Mill House Beefeater, a Grade II listed building is located 
approximately 100m to the north of the site. The majority of the site is located 
within Flood Zone 2, with the remainder of the site within Flood zone 1.  

 
2.0 Added Value 
 
2.1 Improvements secured at the pre-application stage: The applicant did not 

approach the Borough Council for pre-application advice therefore the 
opportunity to secure improvements did not arise in relation to the design of 
the proposed building. The applicant did however undertake separate pre-
application discussions with the Highway Authority (SCC) in relation to the 
proposed access arrangements.  

 
2.2 Improvements secured during the course of the application:  
 

- Sequential Test for Flooding has been submitted. 
- Road Safety Audit has been submitted and assessed by the County 

Highways Authority in respect to the provision of the new access and 
proposed alterations to the highway.   

- Relocation of loading bay to northeast corner of the site.  
- Provision of cycle parking to the northwest corner of the site.  
- Southern elevation has been stepped in, increasing pavement width to 

Honeycrock Lane and maximising visibility around the corner along the A23 
and to the southern access.  

- Minor increases to the pedestrian paving to the east and north of the 
proposed store.  

- Signage and road markings added to discourage right-turn manoeuvres from 
the A23 access  

- Extension of the northern kerb line of the traffic island adjacent the A23 
access  

- Amended traffic island at the A23 access that is clear of the pedestrian route 
across that access (details of the traffic island to be agreed at detailed design 
stage) 

- Relocated post box behind the visibility splay  
- Added a 0.5m wide mountable margin to the eastern side of the Honeycrock 

Lane access  
- Added road markings to the Honeycrock Lane access  
- Added KEEP CLEAR’ markings opposite the new access on Honeycrock 

Lane.  
- Moved tactile paving at Honeycrock Lane access to direct pedestrians away 

from inadvertently staying onto the Honeycrock Lane carriageway.  
 

2.3 Further improvements to be secured through the use of conditions. 
 
 
3.0 Relevant Planning and Enforcement History 
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3.1 83P/0119 Extension to the existing shop Granted 
 

    
3.2 90/06070/F First floor extension to existing store 

building  
Refused 

20 August 1990 
 

    
3.3 20/01624/F Demolition of existing buildings and 

erection of a building comprising 6 
flats with parking and a new access.  

Granted subject to 
S106 

3 September 2021 
 
 
4.0 Proposal and Design Approach 
 
4.1 This is a full application for the demolition of the existing vacant and 

dilapidated retail store and associated single storey buildings and the erection 
of a new two storey convenience store (Class E).  
 

4.2 The building which would be situated on the south west corner of the site 
would provide a sales floorspace at ground floor and back of house and plant 
at first floor. The customer entrance is proposed at the Honeycrock/Brighton 
Road corner with servicing taking place within the site with the service stores 
being located on the eastern elevation and at first floor and a goods lift in the 
north east corner of the building.  
 

4.3 The new store would be two storeys with a traditional gabled appearance with 
barn hipped roof. The materials palette comprises traditional red brick, clay 
tile hanging to gables, interlocking red/brown concrete tiles and a glazed 
frontage in keeping with the proposed retail use. Brick recesses are proposed 
along 3 facades to break up the rear and flank elevations. Zinc vented louvres 
are proposed to screen plant at first floor, together with timber box cladding to 
the rear.  Building signage would require advertisement consent but is shown 
indicatively to comprise signage typical of the Co-op chain.  
 

4.4 A widened vehicle access is proposed to Brighton Road restricted to left in / 
left out manoeuvres, whilst a new vehicle access is proposed to Honeycrock 
Lane. Seven car parking spaces (including one disabled space) are proposed 
for customers to the rear together with a loading bay for delivery vehicles. 
Two cycle storage spaces would be available to customers in the northwest 
corner of the site. The parking court is proposed in permeable brick block 
pavers with contrast to delineate spaces. A retaining wall is provided along 
the eastern boundary to respond to changes in land levels adjacent to 1 
Honeycrock Lane. A 1.8m close boarded fence is proposed to the north and 
eastern boundaries. The proposal includes for secure refuse management 
within the site, undertaken by the store provider with collections as part of the 
servicing regime of the store. A replacement post box facility is incorporated 
within the proposal to replace an existing post box on site.  
 

4.5 Limited landscaping is proposed in the small areas available to the north of 
the parking bays and around the frontage entrance from Brighton Road. 
Lighting is proposed to illuminate access points and parking areas, it is 
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proposed to use focussed and targeted down lights to avoid overspill and light 
disturbance to surrounding residents.  
 

4.6 The proposal is anticipated to result in the creation of the equivalent of 16 
new full time jobs (provided as a mix of full and part time job opportunities). 
Opening hours are indicated as 0600-2300 every day of the week. 

 
4.7 A design and access statement should illustrate the process that has led to 

the development proposal, and justify the proposal in a structured way, by 
demonstrating the steps taken to appraise the context of the proposed 
development.  It expects applicants to follow a four-stage design process 
comprising: 

 Assessment; 
 Involvement; 
 Evaluation; and 
 Design. 
 
4.8 Evidence of the applicant’s design approach is set out below 

 
 

4.9 Further details of the development are as follows: 
 

Site area 680 Sqm 
Existing use Post office/ convenience store with 

dwelling at first floor 
Proposed use Convenience store (Class E) 
Existing parking spaces 1 
Proposed parking spaces 7 
Parking standard 1 space per 30m2 of retail floorspace 

(Groundfloor GIA=197sqm = 7 spaces) 
 
5.0 Policy Context 
 

Assessment The character of the surrounding area is assessed as 
comprising a mix of largely residential and retail uses with 
the site located within Brighton Road local centre. 
Architectural styles are typically traditional with building 
heights of 2/2.5 storeys. 
No site features worthy of retention were identified. 

Involvement No community consultation took place. 
Evaluation The statement does not include any evidence of other 

development options being considered. 
Design The two storey form responds to local character and 

utilises traditional building forms, materials and detailing 
found within the locality.  
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5.1 Designation 
 
 Urban Area 
 Brighton Road, Salfords - Local Centre 
  
5.2       Reigate and Banstead Core Strategy  
           
           CS1(Sustainable Development) 
           CS5 (Valued People/Economic Development),  
           CS7 (Town/Local Centres),  
           CS10 (Sustainable Development),  
           CS11 (Sustainable Construction),  

CS17 (Travel Options and accessibility) 
 
5.3       Reigate & Banstead Development Management Plan 2019 
 

Design, Character and Amenity  DES1, DES8, DES9, DES10 
Retail RET1 
Community Facilities INF2 
Infrastructure  INF1 
Transport, Access and Parking TAP1 
Climate Change Resilience and 
Flooding 

CCF1, CCF2 

  
  

5.4 Other Material Considerations 
 

National Planning Policy Framework 
National Planning Practice Guidance 

 

Supplementary Planning Guidance Surrey Design 
Local Distinctiveness Design Guide 
Vehicle and Cycle Parking 
Guidance 2018 
 

Other Human Rights Act 1998 
                                                                            Community Infrastructure Levy   
                                                                            Regulations 2010 
 
6.0 Assessment  
 
6.1 The main issues to consider are: 
 

• Principle of development and retail use 
• Design appraisal  
• Neighbour amenity 
• Highway matters 
• Sustainable construction 
• Drainage 
• Community Infrastructure Levy 
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 Principle of development and retail use 
 
6.2 The application site is situated within the urban area and within the Brighton 

Road, Salfords Local Centre where there is a presumption in favour of 
sustainable development and where the principle of retail development is 
acceptable in land use terms. Policy RET 1 seeks to ensure that new 
development continues to make a positive contribution to the retail areas 
within which it is located whilst minimising the impact on other surrounding 
uses and on users of the retail areas. 
 

6.3 In this case there is an existing (albeit vacant) retail use on the site and as 
such there would be no material change of use of the land. The proposed 
development would result in a replacement convenience store that would 
remain appropriately sized to serve the local community, encouraging 
sustainable travel and helping to support the viability and vitality of the 
Salfords local centre. The proposal would result in economic benefits through 
the provision of jobs, spend within the local area and have a regeneration 
benefit in rejuvenating this vacant site. The loss of the residential unit 
associated with the previous post office/convenience store is considered 
acceptable.   
 

6.4 Given the size of the proposed retail use which is considered suitable for the 
role and function of the local centre and its siting within the local centre, there 
is no requirement for a retail sequential test assessment.  
 

6.5 The proposal would make efficient use of land by utilising a previously 
developed brownfield site, within a settlement boundary. As such the principle 
of development and use of the land is considered acceptable and considered 
to accord with paragraph 120 of the NPPF, policies CS1, CS5 and CS7 of the 
Core Strategy and policy RET1 of the Reigate and Banstead Development 
Management Plan 2019. 

 
Design appraisal 
 

6.6 The proposal would provide a convenience store which would be of a similar 
footprint to the existing building found on site. Whilst there would be a modest 
increase in the overall height and mass of the building it would still be 
commensurate with the scale and height of buildings found along Brighton 
Road and Honeycrock Lane. The proposal maintains an active frontage with 
new shop windows along both Brighton Road and Honeycrock Lane and a 
new entrance in a logical and legible location. The proposal consists of 
traditional massing elements found in the locality, including use of gables. 
The design of the store also includes proportionate space for facia signage. 
The materials proposed are considered appropriate and reflect both the 
proposed use of the site and materials readily found in the local area.   
 

6.7 As such the scale, massing and appearance of the proposed store is 
considered to be suitable for the site and the local centre and would not result 
in harm to the character or appearance of the surrounding area. Instead 
resulting in an improvement to the overall appearance of the site when 
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compared to existing, noting also the removal of dilapidated outbuildings. 
Whilst the level of hardstanding would increase to the rear this would provide 
space for necessary car parking associated with the store use and while 
space for landscaping is limited this will allow for the appearance to be 
softened.   
 

6.8 Overall the development would not result in harm to the character or 
appearance of the surrounding area and would be in accordance with Policy 
DES1 of the Development Management Plan 2019  

 
Neighbour amenity 

 
6.9 The nearest neighbouring residential properties of those found at 19A 

Brighton Road to the north of the site and 1 Honeycrock Lane located to the 
east of the site.  
 

6.10 The proposed store would be sited away from the neighbouring residential 
occupies to the southwest corner of the site. This would result in a separation 
distance of approximately 16 metres to 19A Brighton Road. This separation is 
sufficient to prevent any loss of outlook, and due to the modest scale of the 
proposed development this separation would also prevent any significant loss 
of sunlight/daylight to the side facing windows of this particular property.  

 
6.11 1 Honeycrock Lane is set back within its site. The proposal would result in the 

loss of the single story outbuilding adjacent to this properties entrance, which 
would improve the outlook from the front facing windows of this property. 1 
Honeycrock Lane has a single side facing window which is small in nature. 
Given the siting of the proposed store to the southwest of the application site, 
and the proposed building being of a similar scale and massing to the existing 
store it is considered that the proposal would not result in any significant harm 
to the outlook of this neighbouring occupier or result in a significant loss of 
sunlight daylight to the detriment of their amenity.  

 
6.12 No first floor windows are proposed within the store and as such no 

opportunity would arise for overlooking or loss of privacy to the neighbouring 
residential occupiers.  

 
6.13 The proposed store would have the plant contained within the fabric of the 

building with louvres providing ventilation located in the southern facing gable 
end. Due to this arrangement, it is considered that the proposed plant would 
not result in noise and disturbance to the detriment of the neighbouring 
residential occupiers amenity. The car park and delivery movements will 
result in some noise however given the existing use of the site as a 
convenience store and the sites location within a local centre this is not 
considered to give rise to unacceptable harm. 

 
6.14 As such it is considered that proposal would result in the neighbouring 

occupies retaining a good level of amenity and would be in accordance with 
policy DES1 and DES29 of the Development Management Plan 2019.  

 
Highway matters 
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6.15 As described in section 4 of the report the proposed access arrangements 
include a relocated and widened access on Brighton Road that would 
comprise of a left in/ left out arrangement and a new all movements access 
on Honeycrock Lane. A small car park comprising 7 spaces (including one 
disabled) is proposed to the rear of the site together with a delivery and 
servicing bay which would also occupy car park space 7. 
 

6.16 Swept path analysis has been used to ensure vehicles can move safely 
throughout the site, this includes the passing of 2 cars around the car park 
and accesses, a car passing a 10.35 rigid vehicle at both accesses and 
movements of the rigid vehicle to manoeuvre into and out of the proposed 
delivery bay.  The proposals have also been subject to a Road Safety Audit to 
ensure the proposed development has an acceptable impact with respect to 
highway safety. Surface water drainage has also been considered as part of 
the Road Safety Audit noting that standing water can cause highway safety 
issues and pedestrian slip hazards. The proposed conditions would ensure 
matters relating to surface water drainage are satisfactory dealt with at 
detailed design stage by ensuring both the carriageway and footway drainage 
is provided to acceptable design standards. All the recommendations of the 
highway safety audit have been encompassed within the revised proposal. 
 

6.17 The proposal has been accompanied by a Transport Statement which 
highlights that the proposed access via Honeycrock Lane would not result in 
any adverse highway safety issues. It also demonstrates that the trip 
generation of the proposed store would not be significant as to result in a 
cumulative adverse impact to the public highway network and that the 
Brighton Road access to the site could be safely used by the future 
customers of the store and delivery vehicles.  
 

6.18 The proposed parking provision including the provision of 2 secure cycle 
spaces would accord with the Council’s car parking and cycle parking 
standards contained in annex 4 of the Development Management Plan 2019. 
 

6.19 The application has been accompanied by Delivery and Service Management 
Plan, which would be secured by condition. It is proposed that the delivery 
vehicles would access the site via the Honeycrock Lane access, driving 
forward into the delivery bay. The vehicle would then reverse to exit the 
delivery bay and then drive forward exiting the site via the Brighton Road exit 
where it would turn left. Delivery vehicles will only be permitted to enter and 
exit the site in a forward gear. 
 

6.20 This would result in a maximum of 4 deliveries a day by larger rigid or 
articulated delivery vehicles and 2 deliveries a day by vans. The larger 
vehicles delivery times would be between 8am to 10pm, with the vans which 
would delivery newspapers and magazines scheduled between 6am to 10am.  
 

6.21 The application has been subject to extensive discussion with the Highways 
Authority both pre-application and following submission. Various amendments 
have been made to the scheme in response to the comments of the County 
Highway Authority (CHA), these are set out at paragraph 2.2. The Stage 1 
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Road Safety Audit has also been reviewed by the CHA and considered 
acceptable. 

 
6.22 The CHA propose a number of conditions relating to highway access design, 

visibility splays and surface water mitigation, design of the extension to the 
central island on the A23 to prevent right turn movements, parking provision, 
bike storage, provision of a construction management plan, provision of 
electric charging sockets, staff sustainable travel welcome pack, and a 
document to control and manage the delivery bay. I consider all these 
conditions to be necessary and appropriate to secure an acceptable scheme 
and would suggest an updated version of the delivery management plan 
should also be conditioned reflecting the revised servicing arrangements. 
 

6.23 The NPPF states at Paragraph 109 that “Development should only be 
prevented or refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable 
impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road 
network would be severe”. In this case the CHA has reviewed the application 
and assessed it on safety capacity and policy grounds. Following amendment 
and subject to the conditions identified above it is considered to have an 
acceptable impact on highway safety and is considered to accord with policy 
CS17 of the Core Planning Strategy 2014 and policy TAP1 of the 
Development Management Plan 2019.  

 
Drainage matters 

 
6.24 The site is largely located in Flood Zone 2 and is accompanied by a Flood 

Risk Assessment (FRA) and sequential test.  
 

6.25 As set out in the Framework (paragraphs 100 and 103) and associated 
technical guidance inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding 
should be avoided. Development classified as 'less vulnerable' (which 
includes retail development) is only appropriate in flood zones 2 following the 
application of the Sequential Test. The aim of the sequential test being to 
steer new development to areas with the lowest probability of flooding. 
Development should not be permitted if there are reasonably available sites 
appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a lower probability of 
flooding. If the sequential test is passed there is no further need for the 
exceptions test as less vulnerable development (which includes retail 
development) is considered compatible and an appropriate use with flood 
zone 2. 
 

6.26 The above national policy position is reflected in Policy Ut4 of the Borough 
Local Plan (2005) which states that new development will not normally be 
permitted in areas at risk of flooding and Policy CS10 of  the Core Strategy 
which states that development will 'be located to minimise flood risk, through 
the application of the Sequential Test and where necessary the Exception 
Test, taking account of all sources of flooding including fluvial, surface water, 
sewer and pluvial flooding, and reservoir failure, and manage flood risk 
through the use of SuDS and flood resistant/resilient design features, and 
where necessary provide floodplain compensation.' 
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6.27 The sequential test submitted by the applicant identifies that the site is 
located within Brighton Road, Salfords local centre (a town centre for the 
purposes of retail policy). The NPPF and local policy RET1 directs retail uses 
to town centres first. As such given the modest size of the proposed store 
which is designed to serve the local community, the applicant has limited the 
alternative sites search to land falling within flood zone 1 within Salfords local 
centre, as this would provide a policy compliant location for such a store. The 
search is also based on the availability of a similar sized sites (circa 6801 
sqm) to provide the necessary space for the store and associated parking 
and servicing. I concur with this methodology. A search was undertaken on 
estate agents websites to find properties on the market and available within 
the search area. The search revealed there are no properties available within 
half a mile of the site. In light of the above I consider the sequential test to 
have been passed.    

 
6.28 The FRA also includes an analysis of the likelihood of flooding of the site and 

demonstrates that whilst there is a low likelihood of flooding of the site 
mitigation can be provided by providing a raised finish floor level of the 
proposed store (by 300mm above the modelled flood level) to ensure the 
ground floor does not flood. This would be a minimum finished floor level for 
the new building of 55.52 AOD. 
 

6.29 In addition a SUDS scheme has been included with the application which 
would minimise surface water flooding as close to the source as possible and 
would not result in flooding of neighbouring sites in accordance with policy 
CS10 of the Core Planning Strategy 2014, and policy CCF2 of the 
Development Management Plan 2019. A condition is proposed to secure the 
flooding mitigation and drainage strategy.  

 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

 
6.30 The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a fixed charge which the Council 

will be collecting from some new developments from 1 April 2016. It will raise 
money to help pay for a wide range of infrastructure including schools, road, 
public transport and community facilities which are needed to support new 
development. This development would be CIL liable although the exact 
amount would be determined and collected after the grant of planning 
permission. 
 
Infrastructure Contributions 

 
6.31 In terms of other contributions and planning obligations, The Community 

Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations were introduced in April 2010 which 
state that it is unlawful to take a planning obligation into account unless its 
requirements are (i) relevant to planning; (ii) necessary to make the proposed 
development acceptable in planning terms; and (iii) directly related to the 
proposed development. As such only contributions, works or other obligations 
that are directly required as a consequence of development can be requested 
and such requests must be fully justified with evidence. In this case, no such 
contributions or requirements have been requested or identified. Accordingly, 
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any request for an infrastructure contribution would be contrary to CIL 
Regulation 122. 
 
Ground conditions 
 

6.32 A ground conditions report has been submitted, following a site investigation 
and assessment to identify and ground contamination issues that might affect 
the proposed development. The site investigation (and associated desk top 
study) concluded that no potentially significant sources of contamination have 
been identified. Therefore the risk of impact to receptors in the context of the 
proposed development from contamination is considered to be negligible. As 
such further investigation, assessment and remediation are not considered to 
be necessary for this site.  
 

6.33 In light of the above it is recommended conditions on this matter are limited to 
a condition to deal with any as yet unidentified contamination that may be 
identified during construction. The Environmental Health Officer is also 
proposing a condition to deal with potential asbestos within the existing 
building. 

 
CONDITIONS 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 

three years from the date of this permission. 
 
Reason: To comply with Section 91(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 as amended by Section 51 (1) of the Planning and Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004. 
 

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with 
the following approved plans:  

 
Plan Type  Reference   Version Date 
Elevation Plan  1531 - PL 1310   A   16.03.2022 
Elevation Plan  1531 - PL 1311   A   16.03.2022 
Street Scene  1531 - PL 1312   A   16.03.2022 
Site Layout Plan  1531 - PL 1110-V2   A   16.03.2022 
Site Layout Plan  1531 - PL 1111   A   16.03.2022 
Floor Plan   1531 - PL 1210-V2   A   16.03.2022 
Location Plan  1506-PL 1000     13.09.2021 
Block Plan   1531 - PL 1101     13.09.2021 
Survey Plan   1531 - PL 1102     13.09.2021 
Roof Plan   1531 - PL 1201     13.09.2021 
Floor Plan   1531 - PL 1200     13.09.2021 
Elevation Plan  1531 - PL 1300     13.09.2021 
Elevation Plan  1531 - PL 1301     13.09.2021 
Street Scene  1531 - PL 1302     13.09.2021 
Section Plan   1531 - PL 1410     13.09.2021 
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Reason: To define the permission and ensure the development is carried out 
in accord with the approved plans and in accordance with National Planning 
Practice Guidance. 
 

3. No development shall take place until the developer obtains the Local 
Planning Authority’s written approval of details of both existing and proposed 
ground levels and the proposed finished ground floor levels of the buildings. 
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved levels.  
 
Reason: To ensure the Local Planning Authority are satisfied with the details 
of the proposal, its relationship with adjoining development and to safeguard 
the visual amenities of the locality, and ensure the development does not 
increase flood risk on or off the site in accordance with Policy CS10 of the 
Core Strategy and Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan 
policies DES1, DES9, and CCF2. 

 
Informative: In accordance with the submitted flood risk assessment prepared 
by Mayer Brown and dated August 2021 the building shall be set at a finished 
floor level 300mm above the modelled flood level, the minimum finished floor 
level is calculated within the report as 55.52m AOD. 
 

4. No development shall commence until a Construction Transport Management 
Plan, to include details of: 
(a) parking for vehicles of site personnel, operatives and visitors 
(b) loading and unloading of plant and materials 
(c) storage of plant and materials 
(d) programme of works (including measures for traffic management) 
(e) provision of boundary hoarding behind any visibility zones 
(g) vehicle routing 
(h) measures to prevent the deposit of materials on the highway 
(i) before and after construction condition surveys of the highway and a 
commitment to fund the repair of any damage caused 
(k) on-site turning for construction vehicles  
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. Only the approved details shall be implemented during the 
construction of the development. 
 
Reason: in order that the development should not prejudice highway safety, 
nor cause inconvenience to other highway users, and to accord with the 
National Planning Policy Framework 2019, Reigate and Banstead Core 
Strategy 2014 Policy CS17 and Reigate and Banstead Development 
Management Plan September 2019 policies TAP1 and DES8  
 

5. No development shall commence until a Construction Management 
Statement, to include details of: 
a)  Prediction of potential impacts with regard to water, waste, noise and 
vibration, dust, emissions and odours, wildlife. Where potential impacts are 
identified, mitigation measures should be identified to address these impacts. 
b)  Information about the measures that will be used to protect privacy and 
the amenity of surrounding sensitive uses; including provision of appropriate 
boundary protection. 
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c)  Means of communication and liaison with neighbouring residents and 
businesses. 
d)  Hours of work. 
Has been submitted to and improved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.  Only the approved details shall be implemented during the 
construction of the development. 
 
Reason: The condition above is required in order that the development is 
managed in a safe and considerate manner to help mitigate potential impact 
on the amenity and safety of neighbours and to accord with Reigate and 
Banstead Development Management Plan 2019 policy DES8.  

 
6. No development shall commence on site until a scheme for the soft and hard 

landscaping (including hard surfacing and any street furniture), has been 
submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The 
landscaping scheme shall include details of hard landscaping, planting plans, 
written specifications (including cultivation and other operations associated 
with tree, shrub, and hedge or grass establishment), schedules of plants, 
noting species, plant sizes and proposed numbers/densities and an 
implementation programme. 
 
All hard and soft landscaping work shall be completed in full accordance with 
the approved scheme, prior to first occupation of the approved development 
or in accordance with a programme agreed in writing with the local planning 
authority 
 
All new tree planting shall be positioned in accordance with guidelines and 
advice contained in the current British Standard 5837. Trees in relation to 
construction. 
 
Any trees shrubs or plants planted or any existing plants/hedging retained in 
accordance with this condition which are removed, die or become damaged 
or become diseased within five years of planting shall be replaced within the 
next planting season by trees, and shrubs of the same size and species. 
 
Reason: To ensure good arboricultural and landscape practice in the 
interests of the maintenance of the character and appearance of the area and 
Meath Green Conservation Area, and to comply with Reigate and Banstead 
Borough Development Management Plan 2019 policies NHE3 and  DES1, 
British Standards including BS8545:2014 and British Standard 5837:2012. 

 
7. Unexpected ground contamination: Contamination not previously identified by 

the site investigation, but subsequently found to be present at the site shall 
be reported to the Local Planning Authority as soon as is practicable. If 
deemed necessary development shall cease on site until an addendum to the 
remediation method statement, detailing how the unsuspected contamination 
is to be dealt with, has been submitted in writing to the Local Planning 
Authority.  The remediation method statement is subject to the written 
approval of the Local Planning Authority and any additional requirements that 
it may specify. 
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Note: Should no further contamination be identified then a brief comment to 
this effect shall be required to discharge this condition 
 
Reason: To ensure that the proposed development and any site 
investigations and remediation will not cause harm to human health or 
pollution of controlled waters with regard to the Reigate and Banstead 
Development Management Plan 2019 policy DES9 and the NPPF. 
 

8. The developer must either submit evidence that the building was built post 
2000 or provide an intrusive pre-demolition and refurbishment  asbestos 
survey in accordance with HSG264 supported by an appropriate mitigation 
scheme to control risks to future occupiers. The scheme must be written by a 
suitably qualified person and shall be submitted to the LPA and must be 
approved prior to commencement to the development.  The scheme as 
submitted shall identify potential sources of asbestos contamination and 
detail removal or mitigation appropriate for the proposed end use. Detailed 
working methods are not required but the scheme of mitigation shall be 
independently verified to the satisfaction of the LPA prior to occupation. The 
development shall then be undertaken in accordance with the approved 
details. 
 
Reason: To ensure that a satisfactory strategy is put in place for addressing 
contaminated land before development commences and to make the land 
suitable for the development without resulting in risk to construction workers, 
future users of the land, occupiers of nearby land and the environment with 
regard to the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan Development Management 
Plan 2019 and the NPPF 

 
9. The development hereby permitted shall not commence until details of the 

design of a surface water drainage scheme has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The design must satisfy 
the SuDS Hierarchy and be compliant with the national Non-Statutory 
Technical Standards for SuDs, NPPF and Ministerial Statement on SuDs. 
The required drainage details shall include: 

 
a) Evidence that there is no risk of contamination through the infiltration 

SuDs 
b) Evidence that the proposed final solution will effectively manage the 1 in 

30 and 1in 100 (+40% allowance for climate change) storm events and 
10% allowance for urban creep, during all stages of the development (Pre, 
Post and during), associated discharge rates and storage volumes shall 
be provided using a maximum discharge rate of 37.8l/s. 

c) Detailed drainage design drawings and calculations to include: a finalised 
drainage layout detailing the location of drainage elements, pipe 
diameters, levels and long and cross sections of each element including 
details of any flow restrictions and maintenance / risk reducing features 
(silt traps, inspections chambers etc) 

d) Details of how the drainage system will be protected during construction 
and how runoff (including any pollutants) from the development site will be 
managed before the drainage system is operational 
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e) Details of drainage management responsibilities and maintenance 
regimes for the drainage system 

f) A plan showing exceedance flows (ie during rainfall greater than design 
events or during blockage) and how property on and offsite will be 
protected. This should include details of how surface water run-off 
entering the site from the bunded northern boundary will be intercepted. 
 

The development shall be completed in accordance with the approved details 
and thereafter maintained. 
 
Reason: To ensure the design meets the technical standards for SuDs and 
the final drainage design does not increase flood risk on or off site in 
accordance with, Policy CS10 of the Core Strategy 2014, Policies DES9 and 
CCF2 of the Development Management Plan 2019 and the 2019 NPPF. 

 
10. No development shall take place above slab level until written details of the 

materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces, including 
fenestration and roof, have been submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority, and on development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. 
 
Reason: To ensure that a satisfactory external appearance is achieved of the 
development with regard to Reigate and Banstead Development 
Management Plan 2019 policy DES1. 

 
11. Notwithstanding the submitted plan MBSK211117-03 Rev 4 no part of the 

development shall be commenced  unless and until the proposed vehicular  
access to Honeycrock Lane  has been constructed and provided with sight 
lines and a means at the back edge of highway of preventing highway water 
from entering the private land and water from the private land entering the 
highway  in accordance with a revised scheme to be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and thereafter the visibility 
zones shall be kept permanently clear of any obstruction over 0.6 metres high 
above the ground. 
 
Reason: The above condition is required in order that the development 
should not prejudice highway safety nor cause inconvenience to other 
highway users, and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 
and Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan policy TAP1 
 

12. Notwithstanding the submitted plans MBSK211117-02 Rev 3 and 
MBSK211117-08 Rev 4 no part of the development shall be commenced  
unless and until the proposed vehicular  access to Brighton Road and 
extension to the central island on the A23 to prevent on right turn 
movements  has been constructed and provided with sight lines and a  
means at the back edge of highway of  preventing highway water from 
entering the private land and water from the private land entering the 
highway  in accordance with a revised scheme to be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and thereafter the visibility 
zones shall be kept permanently clear of any obstruction over 0.6 metres high 
above the ground. 
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Reason: The above condition is required in order that the development 
should not prejudice highway safety nor cause inconvenience to other 
highway users, and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 
and Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan policy TAP1 
 

13. The development hereby approved shall not be first occupied unless and until 
space has been laid out within the site in accordance with the approved plan 
numbered MBSK211117-04 Rev 3   for vehicles to be parked and for vehicles to 
enter and leave the site in forward gear. Thereafter the parking /turning areas 
shall be retained and maintained for their designated purposes. 
 
Reason: The above condition is required in order that the development 
should not prejudice highway safety nor cause inconvenience to other 
highway users and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 
and Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan policy TAP1 

 
14. Notwithstanding the submitted plan MBSK211117-04 Rev 3 the development 

hereby approved shall not be first occupied unless and until space has been 
laid out within the site in accordance with the approved plans numbered   for 
a minimum of 2 bicycles to be stored in a sheltered location in accordance 
with a revised scheme to be submitted to and approved in writing with the 
Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the approved bike parking area   shall be 
retained and maintained for its designated purpose. 

 
Reason: In order that the development promotes more sustainable forms of 
transport, and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 2019 
and Reigate and Banstead Core Strategy 2014 Policy CS17. 

 
15. The development shall not be occupied until a plan indicating the positions, 

design, materials and type of boundary treatment to be erected has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
boundary treatment shall be completed before the occupation of the 
development hereby permitted.  
 
Reason: To preserve the visual amenity of the area and protect neighbouring 
residential amenities with regard to the Reigate and Banstead Development 
Management Plan 2019 policy DES1 and NHE3 
 

16. The development hereby approved shall not be occupied unless and until two 
of the available parking spaces are provided with a fast charge socket 
(current minimum requirement: 7kw Mode 3 with Type 2 connector - 230 v 
AC 32 amp single phase dedicated supply) in accordance with a scheme to 
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and 
thereafter retained and maintained for their designated purpose. 
 
Reason: In order that the development promotes more sustainable forms of 
transport, and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 2019 
and Reigate and Banstead Core Strategy 2014 Policy CS17 (Travel Options 
and Accessibility). 
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17. No development shall be occupied until details of a Welcome Pack containing 
information to staff on the nearest bus and rail services to the site to be 
submitted to and approved in writing with the Local Planning Authority. The 
approved Welcome Packs shall be distributed to each member of staff upon 
occupation of the development.  
 
Reason: The condition above is required in order that the development 
should not prejudice highway safety, nor cause inconvenience to other 
highway users, and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 
2021 and Reigate and Banstead Core Strategy 2014 Policy CS17 (Travel 
Options and Accessibility). 
 

18. Before occupation of the development a "Control and Management of the 
Delivery Bay" document shall be submitted for the approval of the Local 
planning Authority. The approved details shall be implemented upon first 
occupation of the site.  
 
Reason: The condition above is required in order that the development 
should not prejudice highway safety, nor cause inconvenience to other 
highway users, and to accord with the National Planning Policy Framework 
2021 and Policy TAP1 of the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan Development 
Management Plan September 2019.  

 
 
INFORMATIVES 
 
1. Your attention is drawn to the safety benefits of installing sprinkler systems as 

an integral part of new development.  Further information is available at 
www.firesprinklers.info. 

 
2. You are advised that the Council will expect the following measures to be 

taken during any building operations to control noise, pollution and parking: 
 
(a) Work that is audible beyond the site boundary should only be carried out 

between 08:00hrs to 18:00hrs Monday to Friday, 08:00hrs to 13:00hrs 
Saturday and not at all on Sundays or any Public and/or Bank Holidays; 

(b) The quietest available items of plant and machinery should be used on 
site.  Where permanently sited equipment such as generators are 
necessary, they should be enclosed to reduce noise levels; 

(c) Deliveries should only be received within the hours detailed in (a) above; 
(d) Adequate steps should be taken to prevent dust-causing nuisance 

beyond the site boundary.  Such uses include the use of hoses to damp 
down stockpiles of materials, which are likely to generate airborne dust, 
to damp down during stone/slab cutting; and the use of bowsers and 
wheel washes; 

(e) There should be no burning on site; 
(f) Only minimal security lighting should be used outside the hours stated 

above; and 
(g) Building materials and machinery should not be stored on the highway 

and contractors’ vehicles should be parked with care so as not to cause 
an obstruction or block visibility on the highway. 
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Further details of these noise and pollution measures can be obtained from 
the Council’s Environmental Health Services Unit.  
 
In order to meet these requirements and to promote good neighbourliness, 
the Council recommends that this site is registered with the Considerate 
Constructors Scheme - www.ccscheme.org.uk/index.php/site-registration. 

 
3. The applicant is advised that the essential requirements for an acceptable 

communication plan forming part of a Method of Construction Statement are 
viewed as: (i) how those likely to be affected by the site's activities are 
identified and how they will be informed about the project, site activities and 
programme; (ii) how neighbours will be notified prior to any noisy/disruptive 
work or of any significant changes to site activity that may affect them; (iii) the 
arrangements that will be in place to ensure a reasonable telephone 
response during working hours; (iv) the name and contact details of the site 
manager who will be able to deal with complaints; and (v) how those who are 
interested in or affected will be routinely advised regarding the progress of 
the work.  Registration and operation of the site to the standards set by the 
Considerate Constructors Scheme (http://www.ccscheme.org.uk/) would help 
fulfil these requirements. 
 

4. The developer is reminded that it is an offence to allow materials to be carried 
from the site and deposited on or damage the highway from uncleaned wheels 
or badly loaded vehicles. The Highway Authority will seek, wherever possible, 
to recover any expenses incurred in clearing, cleaning or repairing highway 
surfaces and prosecutes persistent offenders. (Highways Act 1980 Sections 
131, 148, 149).  
 

5. Section 59 of the Highways Act permits the Highway Authority to charge 
developers for damage caused by excessive weight and movements of 
vehicles to and from a site. The Highway Authority will pass on the cost of any 
excess repairs compared to normal maintenance costs to the 
applicant/organisation responsible for the damage. 
 

6. It is the responsibility of the developer to ensure that the electricity supply is 
sufficient to meet future demands and that any power balancing technology is 
in place if required. Please refer to: 
http://www.beama.org.uk/resourceLibrary/beama-guide-to-electric-vehicle-
infrastructure.html for guidance and further information on charging modes 
and connector types. 
 

7. Notwithstanding any permission granted under the Planning Acts, no signs, 
devices or other apparatus may be erected within the limits of the highway 
without the express approval of the Highway Authority. It is not the policy of 
the Highway Authority to approve the erection of signs or other devices of a 
non-statutory nature within the limits of the highway. 
 

8. The developer should note that the land across which the western sight line 
from the Honeycrock Lane access crosses shall be dedicated to the County 
Highway Authority in order to protect the sight line.  This can be agreed at the 
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detailed design stage for the Section 278 Works for the proposed access 
points. 
 

REASON FOR PERMISSION 
 
The development hereby permitted has been assessed against development plan 
policies CS1, CS5, CS7, CS10, CS11, CS17 and DES1, DES8, DES9, DES10, 
RE1, INF2, INF1, TAP1, CCF1, CCF2 and material considerations, including third 
party representations.  It has been concluded that the development is in accordance 
with the development plan and there are no material considerations that justify 
refusal in the public interest. 
 
Proactive and Positive Statements  
The Local Planning Authority has acted positively and proactively in determining this 
application by assessing the proposal against all material considerations, including 
planning policies and any representations that may have been received and 
subsequently determining to grant planning permission in accordance with the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development where possible, as set out within 
the National Planning Policy Framework. 
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Paving slab nish with 
contrast edge block lines.
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Reigate and Banstead Borough Council 
First Homes Interim Policy Statement 
8 June 2022 

Summary 
1.1 This statement, to be presented to the Council’s Planning Committee, and subsequently 

published online, summarises the national First Homes policy, implications of the 
national policy for tenure mix of affordable housing in the borough to meet local needs, 
and how the Council will implement the new policy, including local criteria.  

1.2 First Homes were introduced into national planning policy by a Written Ministerial 
Statement made in May 2021. Planning Guidance on the implementation of First Homes 
national policy has been provided in the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). This 
includes encouragement for local planning authorities to make the development 
requirements for “First Homes” clear for their area. It recognises that the most 
appropriate tool will depend on individual circumstances for each local planning authority 
but may be through publishing an interim statement or updating relevant local plan 
policies.  

1.3 Whilst this Interim Policy Statement does not set statutory local planning policy nor 
guidance, as a policy statement that will be published in accordance with the national 
planning guidance recommendation (PPG “Frist Homes” Paragraph: 009 Reference ID: 
70-009-20210524), the local criteria set out here will be a material consideration where 
relevant to the consideration of planning applications and appeals.  

1.4 The Council’s 5 year plan seeks to address the issue of the generally high property 
prices in the borough relative to local wages and to national property prices through its 
objective to “secure the delivery of homes that can be afforded by local people and 
which provide a wider choice of tenure, type and size”. Helping people who would like to 
own their own home but whose incomes put them beyond the reach of home ownership 
in the open market is one way to work towards achieving this objective.  

Recommendation  
1.5 It is recommended that the Planning Committee: 

• Note the requirements of this new national planning housing policy, and the need to 
apply it in the borough as set out in this Interim Policy Statement; 

• Agree the recommended local eligibility criteria; and   
• Authorise the relevant Heads of Service alongside portfolio-holder to amend this 

Interim Policy Statement as required to reflect lessons learnt through implementing 
the policy.  

Reason: To comply with the national First Homes policy, whilst minimising any negative 
impact on other tenures of affordable housing in the borough to ensure that 
new affordable housing in the borough supports the borough’s local housing 
needs.   
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First Homes National Policy 
2.1 The “First Homes” policy aims to promote home ownership. The policy was introduced 

into national planning policy by a Written Ministerial Statement (MS) by Minister of State 
for Housing Mr Christopher Pincher on 24 May 2021, with effect from 28 June 2021. It 
sets out requirements for developer contributions 

2.2 This is a move away  from “Starter Homes” which are specifically included within the 
definition of Affordable Housing in the 2021 National Planning Policy Framework (“the 
Framework”), which although similar to First Homes, also required applicants to be no 
older than 40 years (unless in Armed Forces). Secondary legislation to implement 
Starter Homes were not issued, as anecdotally mortgage companies found the market 
for Starter Homes too limiting for lenders to offer a working mortgage product.  

2.3 The First Homes MS establishes that from 28 June 2021, a home meeting the criteria of 
a First Home will be considered to meet the definition of ‘affordable housing’ for planning 
purposes, although the NPPF / the “Framework” has not yet been updated to include 
this. “First Homes” tenure is a form of discounted market sales housing.  

2.4 From the end of December 2021, the Government’s policy on First Homes, as set out in 
the Written Ministerial Statement and Planning Practice Guidance, will be a material 
consideration for the Council when determining planning applications and in relation to 
the provision and type of affordable housing on market-led sites. An exception can be 
made for development proposals determined before 28 March 2022 where there has 
been significant pre-application engagement.  

2.5 The new national policy requires local planning authorities (not subject to the transitional 
arrangements set out in the MS and the PPG) “to make clear how existing policies 
should be interpreted in the light of First Homes requirements using the most 
appropriate tool available to them.” As summarised below, this is the situation for R&B 
Borough Council.  

2.6 For reasons explained later in this Statement, it is not possible at this time for the 
Council to revise its current Affordable Housing SPD 2020 to include First Homes policy 
requirement without contravening the Local Planning Regulations requirement for SPDs 
not to conflict with the development plan. Nor is it practical to update just DMP Policy 
DES6 “Affordable Housing” in the fairly recently adopted (Sept 2019) development plan, 
which requires affordable homes to be provided within market developments, due to the 
time and resources involved in an independent examination which is required of a new 
development plan policy.  

2.7 This Interim Policy Statement therefore sets out the Council’s policy position, which it 
will follow, and consider when dealing with applications until such time as it is 
appropriate to incorporate the new national planning policy and any local First Homes 
criteria into R&B Borough’s development plan.  

2.8 The First Homes planning policy requires at least 25% of the affordable homes provided 
by developer contributions to be secured by a s106 planning obligation as “First 
Homes”.  The remaining 75% of affordable housing should be prioritised by securing the 
Council’s adopted policy requirements for social rented housing, with other affordable 
homes being secured in the proportions set out in the development plan, viability 
permitting. The new national policy also provides some scope for councils to influence 
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how First Homes are implemented locally by introducing local eligibility criteria, should 
evidence justify it.  

What are First Homes? 
2.9 “First Homes” are a new affordable housing tenure of discounted market sales housing 

which are: 

• Discounted by at least 30% against the market sales value; the discount may be 
greater than 30% if the Local Authority justifies that it is needed it with evidence. The 
same percentage discount must be retained on each subsequent sale (secured in 
perpetuity by a s106 planning obligation and title restriction).  

• Sold at no more than £250,000 after the discount has been applied (or £420,000 in 
Greater London), this price cap applies to the initial sale only, and does not apply to 
re-sales; 

• Sold to a person or persons meeting the First Homes eligibility criteria. 

• Restricted by a section 106 planning obligation to secure restrictions on the use and 
sale of the property, as well as a legal restriction on the title of the property (HM Land 
Registry) to ensure that these restrictions are applied to the property at each future 
sale and title transfer.  

National Eligibility Criteria 
2.10 National policy sets certain requirements about who can purchase First Homes. To 

purchase a First Home at first and all future sales, buyers must: 

• Be a first-time buyer as defined in paragraph 6 of schedule 6ZA of the Finance Act 
2003 for the purposes of Stamp Duty Relief for first time buyers’. Joint purchasers 
must both be First Time Buyers as set out in paragraph 6 of Scheduled 6ZA of the 
Finance Act 2003 for the purposes of stamp duty;  

• Have an annual household income of less than £80,000 in the tax year immediately 
preceding the year of purchase (the “income cap”); and 

• Have a mortgage or home purchase plan (if required to comply with Islamic law) to 
fund a minimum of 50% of the discounted purchase price. 

2.11 The PPG advises that as part of their plan-making process, local planning authorities 
should undertake a housing need assessment to take into account the need for a range 
of housing types and tenures, including various affordable housing tenures (such as 
First Homes). The assessment will enable an evidence-based planning judgement to be 
made about the need for a higher minimum discount level in the area, and how it can 
meet the needs of different demographic and social groups. In these circumstances, the 
minimum discount level should be fixed at either 40% or 50% below market value and 
should not be set at any other value.  

2.12 In 2019, RBBC Planning Policy Service commissioned specialist consultants Iceni 
Projects Limited to prepare a “Housing Needs Assessment” (November 2019) to inform 
its revised Affordable Housing SPD 2020. This has also informed First Homes local 
eligibility criteria. 

2.13 The same level of discount below market value (which nationally is 30%) must apply to 
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the home each time it is sold in perpetuity (subject to certain specific exclusions), so that 
communities continue to benefit from the homes for years to come. The discount in 
perpetuity is to be secured through a planning obligation.  However, the price cap of 
£250,000  is only applied to the initial sale of each First Home.  

 

Local Eligibility Criteria 
3.1 The national Planning Policy Guidance, PPG advises that “First Homes are designed to 

allow people to get on the housing ladder in their local area“. Reflecting this aim, First 
Homes national policy therefore permits councils to apply local eligibility criteria to First 
Homes in addition to the national requirements. This is dependent on the specific needs 
of the borough, where evidence supports them and they will not compromise site 
development viability. 

3.2 Local eligibility criteria may include: 

• setting a discount greater than 30% below market value (where evidence justifies it 
and it is progressed through a local plan or SPD);  

• setting a local connection requirements; and / or  

• setting a lower “income cap” (if this can be justified with reference to local average 
first-time buyer incomes),  

3.3 First Homes will be available to buy on a first come, first served basis. Local eligibility 
criteria can  be applied for the first  3 months, after which unsold homes will be made 
available to all households meeting  the national First Homes eligibility criteria for a 
further 3-month period, to widen the pool of potential purchasers. Any local criteria must 
be applied carefully to ensure they do not limit the eligible consumer base to the point 
that homes become difficult to sell.  

Sales discount level 
3.4 In considering the most suitable discount level for the borough, we have analysed Land 

Registry data sold price data for new build homes sold in 2020/21. From this we have 
calculated the average cost of new builds in R&B Borough over the year Jan 2020-Jan 
2021.  

3.5 Sales of second hand properties were excluded as this would skew the proportion of 
new build homes that households could afford; second-hand properties generally selling 
for less than their  new build equivalents .  

3.6 Although the value of First Homes will likely increase over time with subsequent sales, it 
is likely that the sales values of First Homes will increase less rapidly than similar sized 
and aged market housing in the area due to their restricted selling pool.  

3.7 First Homes must be new build homes sold on the open market with an in-perpetuity 
discount of 30% (or 40% or 50% if justified by local evidence).    
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Table 1: New Build sales values in R&B Borough 2020 
  Source data: Land Registry 

 

 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the data presented above -  

• One bed-flats:  

73% (11 of the 15) of the one-bed flats would comply with the maximum £250,000 cap with 
a 30% discount. This increases to 100% with a 40% discount.  

• Two-bed homes: 

84.6% (11 of the 13) of the two-bed homes would comply with the maximum £250,000 cap 
after discount. This increases to 92.2% (12 of the 13 homes) with a 40% discount or 50% 
discount. The only property that would not be possible to secure as a First Home with a 
50% discount would be a luxury, top specification penthouse flat, which sold for £742,500, 
and which would have needed a 66% discount to qualify.  

• Three-bed homes: 

Only 1.75% (one of the 57 three-bed homes) would comply with the maximum £250,000 
cap with a 30% discount. This increases to 19.3% with a 40% discount, to and 65% of the 
new-build three-bedroom homes with a 50% discount.  

• None of the 39 four-bed homes sold would comply with the maximum £250,000 cap after 
discounts of 30% or 40%. With a 50% discount, only 24.45% (11 of the 45 four-bed homes) 
would comply with the criteria.  

3.8 Given the sales values for new build homes in the borough, applying the national 
discount of 30% below market value would mainly  secure one-bedroom flats. Some 
two-bedroom flats could be secured as First Homes, depending on values, although 
possibly not in the highest value areas of the borough. The national guidance advises 
that the same level (%) of discount below market value should apply to the whole local 
plan area.  

3.9 The Council could require a greater discount below market value for larger-sized First 
Homes in the borough, but this would then likely be at the expense of other homes 
ownership tenures such as shared ownership or even affordable  rented housing, given 
the need for the First Homes Policy to be financially neutral for the developer. A 40% 
discount would be needed on most two-bedroom homes, and a 50% discount below 

 

Number 
of new 
build 
properties 
sold 

Median sale price 
for each new build 
home by size 
1 Jan 2020 –  
31 Jan 2021 
   

Discounted 
by 30% 
(required 
minimum 
discount) 

Discounted 
by 40% 

Discounted 
by 50% 

1 bed  
 
            15 

 
£295,980.13 £207,186.09 £177,588.98 £147,995.06 

2 bed 
 

13 
 

£356,972.54 £249,880.78 £214,183.52 £178,486.27 

3 bed 
 

57 
 

£480,392.11 £336,274.48 £288,235.27 £240,196.06 

4 bed 
 

39 £633,165.26 £443,215.68 £379,899.16 £316,582.63 
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market values on 3-bed homes to bring them below the price cap for this area. It is 
unlikely to be possible to secure any four bed homes in the borough as First Homes due 
to values.  

3.10 On sites with larger homes, for example of development of 3 and 4 bedroom homes, 
developers will not be able to provide First Homes on site, due to the national cap of 
£250,000 after the discount. The Council would instead receive a financial contribution 
towards facilitating the provision of First Homes on other sites in the borough. In many 
developments in higher value areas with lower density housing, accepting a financial 
contribution in lieu of lower value homes  may reinforce areas of high value housing, 
further  prohibiting first time buyers from entering the housing market in their local area.  

3.11 DMP Policy DES6 requires provision of affordable housing as part of developments to 
be on site, unless in exceptional circumstances, where it can be robustly justified and 
the Council considers on-site provision not to be suitable or practical. This policy 
wording is consistent with the Framework (paragraph 63) which specifies that “Where a 
need for affordable housing is identified, planning policies should specify the type of 
affordable housing required and expect it to be met on site unless a) off-site provision or 
an appropriate financial contribution in lieu can be robustly justified; and b) the agreed 
approach contributes to the objective of creating mixed and balanced communities.  

3.12 For such developments in which the house / flat size and location means that with a 
30% discount the homes would be above the national First Homes value limit, it may 
well be suitable to give less weight in balancing material planning considerations 
application to First Homes policy, and more to the Council’s fairly recently adopted 
Affordable Housing development plan policy and SPD, so that on such sites, Shared 
Ownership tenure is favoured over First Homes as the affordable homes ownership 
tenure on these sites. The weight to give to each material consideration will be 
considered on a case by case basis.  

3.13 Not introducing a greater local discount of 50% or even 60% below market value, will 
also help to “protect” the affordable rented housing contributions, as First Homes 
national guidance advises that a “policy compliant planning application should seek to 
capture the same amount of value as would be captured under the local authority’s up-
to-date published policy”. 

3.14 DMP Policy DES4 “Housing Mix” requires that “All new residential developments should 
provide homes of an appropriate type, size and tenure to meet the needs of the local 
community.” The requirements of the Affordable Housing SPD are included at DES4 
criteria 1c. 

3.15 In assessing planning applications, depending on the specifics of the development 
proposal (the location and size of the homes proposed, and therefore their value), the 
Council and developer will agree the First Homes contribution (25% of the affordable 
homes required, to be secured by section 106 planning obligation), either on site or via a 
financial payment (to be ringfenced). Once First Homes has been accounted for, 
national planning guidance advises that social rent should be delivered in the same 
percentage as set out in the local plan. The remainder of the affordable housing tenures 
should be delivered in line with the proportions set out in the local plan policy. This will 
result in shared ownership, in particular, being reduced across the borough, and 
potentially, although unlikely, some reduction in affordable rented homes.  
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3.16 To support the continued delivery of other affordable housing tenures in the borough 
particularly rented homes, it is proposed that the nationally stipulated discount of 30 
percent is applied to all First Homes in the borough 

Local connection criteria 
3.17 National guidance on First Homes allows the inclusion of local eligibility criteria in 

addition to the national criteria and makes clear that local criteria should ‘not limit the 
eligible consumer base to the point that homes become difficult to sell’ (“First Homes”: 
Paragraph: 008 Reference ID: 70-008020210524).  

3.18 In order to ensure that First Homes policy help local people to access the housing 
market in the borough, the following local connection criteria is proposed on initial sale 
and  re-sales.  

3.19 At least one purchaser must meet one or more of the following:  

• Currently live or be employed in the borough continuously for a period of 12 months 
prior to the exchange of contracts; and / or  

• Have a close relative residing in the borough (one of a mother, father, adult sibling, 
adult son or daughter); or 

• Be a member of the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, British Army or Royal Air Force; or a 
former member who was a member 5 years prior to purchase, or in the last five years 
became a divorced or separated spouse or civil partner of a member, or a spouse or 
civil partner of a deceased member or former member whose death was caused 
wholly or partly by their service. 

3.20 To comply with First Homes Policy and ensure that homes do not remain unsold if 
suitable buyers in the local area cannot be found locally-based criteria will only apply to 
the first three months of marketing. If there is no sale or reservation in the first three 
months, the local criteria fall away and the default national  criteria will apply for a further 
three months. After the second period of three months, if there are no potential buyers 
meeting the national eligibility criteria, it can be sold at the market sale value, and the 
difference between that and the First Homes discounted value (i.e. 30% of the market 
value) will be given to the Council. This would be held as a developer contribution  and 
25% would be required to use to facilitate the provision of First Homes on other sites in 
the borough.  

3.21 If no local criteria are imposed, under the national First Homes policy, these homes 
would be available for anyone in the country meeting the national First Homes  eligibility 
requirements. Whilst this would potentially help lower paid households who wish to buy 
a property in the borough, it would not be in the spirit of the government’s intention for 
First Homes to help local people to buy a suitable home in their local area.  

 

Securing First Homes and other affordable housing 
contributions 

4.1 National Planning policy requires First Homes to be secured in perpetuity through a 
s106 planning obligation. Government has published model section 106 obligation that 
local authorities can use to secure First Homes at the planning permission stage, and 
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also wording for a model title restriction, which will be recognised by HM Land Registry 
and will ensure the homes retain their discount in perpetuity.  

4.2 To qualify as a First Home, there must be a section 106 agreement between the land 
owner(s) so that the Council can secure the necessary restrictions on the use and sale 
of the property, along with a legal restriction on the title of the property to ensure that the 
restrictions are applied to the property at each future sale. The government’s model 
s106 planning obligation includes the following provisions:  

• National and local eligibility criteria 

• Requirement for a market valuation from an independent registered valuer 
following RICS valuation standards; 

• Requirements relating to the marketing of First Homes for first and subsequent 
sales to ensure they are marketed in an appropriate manner and for suitable 
timescales; 

• Requirement that a legal restriction is registered onto a First Home’s title on its first 
sale;  

• Setting out requirements to ensure the council can recover the value of the 
affordable housing in the event of a mortgagee enforcing their security against a 
property, or a First Home not being sold after it has been marketed for six months; 
and  

• Use of the First Home as the main residence of the owner unless specified 
provisions apply. 

4.3 When a First Home is sold by the developer to the first owner, a restriction must be 
entered onto the Title Register identifying the dwelling as a First Home. This restriction 
will ensure that the title cannot be transferred to another owner unless the local authority 
certifies to HM Land Registry that the First Homes criteria and eligibility criteria have 
been met, including the discounted sale price. This will likely be the responsibility of the 
Council’s Legal Service, including Land Charges. A model title restriction has been 
published by the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC) for 
this purpose.  

4.4 To ensure that suitable mortgages are available for First Homes, the national policy 
requires local authorities to provide for a mortgage lender enforcing its security over a 
First Homes to be able to realise the full market value of the property, returning any 
surplus up to the value of the First Homes discount to the local authority. The local 
authority will need to hold that money and use a minimum of 25% of the financial 
contributions in lieu of on-site provision to secure First Homes elsewhere in the borough.  

4.5 The valuations and financial implications of First Homes to developers are not yet fully 
clear.  Developers may therefore prefer flexibility in s106 permission, permitting either 
First Homes or Shared Ownership. It may be that developers prefer Shared Ownership 
homes as  they can sell them to an RP at a fairly reliable discount below market price 
(about 60 - 70% of  market value) that they are used to and to sell them earlier in the 
build out (golden brick), which will improve the cash-flow and therefore the value of the 
site, by having a reduced sales risk. 
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4.6 First Homes are still a bit of an unknown to developers. As developers will only realise 
their return later in the build process compared to Shared Ownership, which is purchased 
by a Registered Provider. They may well therefore potentially have unsold First Homes 
for longer than Shared Ownership, if the First homes do not attract a  buyer who meets 
the national First Homes criteria (and any local criteria introduced in the borough).  

 

First Homes Exception Sites 
5.1 First Home Exception sites should be on land which is not already allocated for housing 

in a development plan; in effect a “windfall site” (which are defined in the Framework 
Glossary as “Sites not specifically identified in the development plan”.   

5.2 First Homes exception sites should be on land which is not already allocated for housing 
and should: 

• Comprise First Homes (as defined within this statement) 

• Be adjacent to existing settlements, proportionate in size to them, not compromise the 
protection given to areas or assets of particular importance in the NPPF, and comply 
with any local design policies 

5.3 First Homes exception sites can deliver a small proportion of market housing, provided 
that it can be demonstrated as necessary to ensure the overall viability of the scheme. 
Local authorities can set policies that specify the proportions of market housing that 
would be considered acceptable, and under what circumstances. Similarly, the guidance 
indicates that applicants can include small quantities of other types of affordable housing 
on First Homes exception sites, where there is clear evidence of significant local need. 

Implementing First Homes in the Borough 
6.1 The Reigate & Banstead Local Plan comprises the Core Strategy (adopted 3 July 2014 

and reviewed and found not to need updating on 2 July 2019) and the Development 
Management Plan (DMP) (adopted September 2019). The Core Strategy provides the 
spatial strategy for the borough over the plan period 2012-2027 and the DMP provides 
the detailed policies and site allocations. Both plans are up to date.  

6.2 Planning law (Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and 
section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990) requires planning 
applications and appeals to be determined in accordance with the development plan, 
where there are relevant policies, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. As 
national planning policy, the “First Homes” MS is one such material consideration. This 
is confirmed in the Framework itself (paragraph 2), which as national planning policy, 
has the same status as the “First Homes” MS; as it advises that “Planning law requires 
that applications for planning permission be determined in accordance with the 
development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The National 
Planning Policy Framework must be taken into account in preparing the development 
plan and is a material consideration in planning decisions.” 

6.3 This approach to the interaction of adopted development plan policy and subsequent 
national planning policy was confirmed by the judgement of the Court of Appeal in R 
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(West Berkshire DC v SSCLG [2016] 1 WLR 3923. As confirmed in R (Sainsbury’s 
Supermarkets Ltd) v First Secretary of State [2005] EWCA, government policy is a 
material consideration where relevant to determinations, rather than a legal requirement.  

6.4 The statutory requirement is to consider all national planning policy relevant to the 
application being considered, but the weight to give each material consideration in the 
planning balance is for the decision maker to determine on the merits of each 
application and will vary depending on the specifics of the application.  

6.5 There will be situations where material considerations, and even national planning policy 
itself, will pull in opposite directions, and the decision maker will need to weigh up how 
much weight to give to each consideration based on the specifics of the case. Likewise, 
appeal decisions are not binding upon subsequent appeals, but must be considered 
where relevant and given appropriate weight by each decision maker.  

6.6 National planning policy included in the Framework (paragraph 62) also advises that 
“the size, type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in the community 
should be assessed and reflected in planning policies (including, but not limited to, those 
who require affordable housing..)” 

6.7 R&B’s DMP Policy DES6 criterion 3 requires “the tenure mix of the affordable housing 
provided on each qualifying site to contribute (to the Council’s satisfaction) towards 
meeting the latest assessment of affordable housing needs.” 

6.8 DMP Policy DES6 itself does not provide detailed requirements for the size and tenure 
of affordable housing to be provided cumulatively on all sites, as this detail changes and 
is therefore more suitably included as supplementary guidance, which can be more 
responsive than a Local Plan to such changes.  

6.9 Policy DES6 criterion 4 requires that “the size mix of the affordable housing provided on 
each qualifying site, expressed as number of bedrooms and bed spaces, should take 
into account the affordable housing needs in the borough at that time, the size of the 
market homes provided on the site, and the prevailing type of housing in the area.”  

6.10 The explanatory text to DMP Policy DES6 (paragraph 2.1.32) notes that “the latest 
evidence of affordable housing needs in the borough identifies a need for 60% rented 
and 40% other affordable housing tenures, and for 1, 2, and 3-bedroom flats and 
houses”. It also encourages developers and agents to discuss the local affordable 
housing needs at the time with the Council’s Housing Service and/or a locally-active 
registered provider.  

6.11 The Council’s most recent Housing Needs Assessment is the R&B’s “Housing Needs 
Assessment” (November 2019) prepared for the Council by specialist consultants Iceni 
Projects Limited. This evidence study informed the Affordable Housing Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD), adopted in April 2020, which amplifies DMP Policy DES6.  

6.12 The R&B Affordable  Housing SPD 2020 is a material consideration where relevant to 
determinations. The SPD sets out the local affordable housing needs, based on recent 
evidence, to be 62% rented and 38% other forms of affordable housing products. 
The 25% of affordable homes to be provided as First Homes, can be included within this 
38%, with the remaining 13% being shared ownership and other low-cost home 
ownership products (subject to viability once the social housing requirement policy has 
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been met). The precise affordable housing tenures and the unit sizes / bedspaces of 
affordable homes would need to be specified and secured in a s106 planning obligation.  

6.13 The Council’s 2019 “Housing Needs Assessment” analysed the relative cost of housing 
to buy and rent in the borough relative to wages and identified that there are a number 
of households earning between £31,500 and £60,000 falling within a rent or to buy gap 
(i.e. able to afford to private rent but not to buy a property to meet their needs in the 
borough). The 2019 Assessment therefore recommended that affordable home 
ownership products should be pitched at such households. This now includes First 
Homes.  

6.14 Table 1 of the 2020 Affordable Housing SPD 2020 confirms the size of sizes of 
affordable homes needed in the borough as: 

Number of bedrooms Affordable Rented 
Accommodation  

(Social rented, affordable rent or 
affordable private rent) 

Affordable Home 
Ownership 

Accommodation 

1-bedroom properties 20% 20% 

2-bedroom properties 40% 45% 

3-bedroom properties 30% 25% 

4+-bedroom properties 10% 10% 

6.15 The Council’s AH SPD cannot therefore require an affordable housing mix that conflicts 
with the development plan, Policy DES6 (criteria 3).  

6.16 DMP Policy DES6 requires the tenure mix of affordable housing provided on each 
qualifying site to contribute, subject to the Council’s satisfaction, towards meeting the 
latest assessment of affordable housing needs.  

6.17 The smallest schemes required to provide on-site affordable housing under Policy DES6  
(i.e. 11 homes) would require at least 2.75 (rounded up to 3 in line with Policy DES6) to 
be provided as First Homes.  

6.18 It should be noted that a further change since the preparation of the DMP (which was 
examined under transitional arrangements using the 2012 Framework), is the addition in 
2019 of the policy requirement (paragraph 65) for “major” development proposals 
providing at least 10 homes (or sites of at least 0.5ha) to provide at least 10% of the 
total number of homes in the scheme as affordable home ownership tenures (First 
Homes are included within this requirement), with a few exemptions. Such exemptions 
are if this would exceed the level of affordable housing required in the area or would 
significantly prejudice the ability to meet the identified affordable housing needs of 
specific groups (my emphasis).  

6.19 The First Homes national policy requires planning applications including First Homes to 
capture the same value as would be captured under the local authority’s up-to-date 
published policy (which has been tested and shown to be viable through independent 
examination).  
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6.20 As shown in Table 1 of the 2020  SPD, the greatest need for affordable home ownership 
in the borough is for 2-bedroom homes. In considering the price cap on the initial sale of 
a First Homes (of no more than £250,000 with the 30% discount from market value), it 
will be important to ensure that developers do not over supply one-bedroom First Homes 
flats in the borough, as although in some areas First Homes sales will approach the 
national price cap, the greatest need for affordable home ownership is for 2-bedroom 
homes.  

6.21 This is different to the requirement for new Local Plans, which is to be consistent with 
national policy and other relevant statements of national planning policy.  

6.22 Within the borough, affordable housing is required (by the NPPF paragraph 62 and DMP 
Policy DES6) to be delivered on-site unless off-site provision or an appropriate financial 
contribution in lieu can be robustly justified; and the agreed approach contributes to the 
objective of creating mixed and balanced communities. The MS requires that a policy 
compliant planning application should capture the same amount of value as would be 
captured under the local authority’s up-to-date published policy. The First Homes policy 
should therefore in effect be “cost neutral” to the developer. This value can then be 
reallocated to a different affordable housing mix, potentially a higher proportion of social 
rented homes.  

6.23 In the exceptional circumstances where the Council accepts a payment in lieu of on-site 
provision under Policy DES1, a minimum of 25% of these contributions should be used 
to secure First Homes.  

6.24 The same level of discount as a percentage below market value must apply to the home 
each time it is sold in perpetuity (subject to certain specific exclusions). 

6.25 The Development Management Plan (DMP) 2019, part  of the borough’s Local Plan, will 
need to be reviewed within 5 years of its adoption, so before 29 September 2024. As 
part of its review, the consistency of its policies (including DES6) with national planning 
policy (the Framework and relevant Written Ministerial Statements) will be considered. 
Where there is significant difference, these policies may then need to be updated to be 
consistent with later national planning policy.  

6.26 The national policy requirement for 25% of affordable homes to be provided as First 
Homes will not apply to sites where a right to appeal against non-determination has 
arisen before 28 March 2022 if there has been significant pre-application engagement, 
although local authorities should allow developers to introduce First Homes to the tenure 
mix if they wish to do so. 

6.27 Implementing First Homes policy in the borough will impose greater workloads 
compared to the process of securing affordable housing as shared ownership and 
affordable rented housing.  This will fall mainly to Housing Services and Legal Services, 
and will include screening / approving prospective purchasers, checking sales and 
ongoing administration in relation to the restrictions on title.  

6.28 It is likely the administration of First Homes will be monitored by various council 
services, including Planning, Housing and Legal. This will have resource implications, 
particularly for Housing and Legal, although the number of  development schemes in the 
borough where affordable housing is required is limited by the size threshold for 
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application of affordable housing contributions.  

 

Community Infrastructure Levy 
7.1 The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 2010 allow the developers of First 

Homes to obtain an exemption from the requirement to pay CIL, in line with other 
affordable housing products.  

7.2 Mandatory social housing relief can apply in respect of dwellings where the first and 
subsequent sales are for no more than 70% of their market value. To be eligible, a 
planning obligation must be entered into prior to the first sale of the dwelling designed to 
ensure that any subsequent sale of the dwelling is for no more than 70% of its market 
value. If, following the required marketing period, the dwelling does not then sell to 
someone meeting the First Homes eligibility criteria, but instead ends up being sold as a 
market home, the home would no longer be exempt, and would be liable to pay CIL.  

7.3 As other affordable housing tenures are eligible for social housing relief, this is unlikely 
to provide a viability advantage to the developer, or to the Council with regards CIL 
receipts.  

 

Legal Implications 
8.1 As new national planning policy the Council must consider this national First Homes 

Policy as a material consideration where relevant to a planning determination.  

8.2 The procedure which will need to be followed for First Homes initial sales, subsequent 
sales, and mortgage repossession are set out in officer working documents.   

Financial Implications 
8.3 There are no anticipated budget implications for RBBC from the proposals in the report.  

Equalities Implications 
8.4 The Government published an Equality Impact Assessment on First Homes in 

September 2020. This identified that the substitution of the delivery of First Homes in 
place of other types of affordable housing would likely have a negative impact on certain 
protected groups, in terms of their access to affordable housing. 

8.5 Some borough residents and employees who have a desire to purchase a home but 
cannot afford to do so on the open market may benefit from the new national policy, 
however, for residents who want to rent an affordable home it could be considered 
negative as it may impact the supply of new affordable homes for affordable rent and 
shared ownership. These people are more likely to be  households with dependent 
children, households with long-term health issues and disabilities.  

 

Conclusion 
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9.1 Subject to adoption of this Interim Policy Statement, the Council will apply the national 
policy set out in the “First Homes” Written Ministerial Statement with its agreed Local 
Eligibility criteria, alongside other relevant material considerations, including other 
affordable housing national planning policy, adopted Local Plan Policy DES6, and its 
Affordable Housing SPD 2020.  

9.2 First Homes will be a housing tenure product that in R&B Borough can make smaller (1 
and 2-bed) homes cheaper for purchase, and therefore help meet local housing needs 
on their initial sale. Although First Homes implementation is still in early days nationally, 
it appears that they may be slightly cheaper as monthly outgoing for the purchaser than 
Shared Ownership. However, due to the nationally-set price cap of £25,000 after 
discount, the cost of new-build 3-bed homes in the borough prohibits their delivery as 
First Homes without a discount of 50%, even higher in some areas of the borough. Such 
a discount would come at the expense of other affordable housing tenure types, 
including social and affordable rented housing, and is not therefore suitable of this 
borough to help meet its identified housing needs.  

9.3 The £250,000 price cap (after discount) will be monitored with house price increases. 
Should implementation of the Interim Policy Statement require a change to local 
eligibility criteria, a further report will be provided to Planning Committee, setting out 
details of First Homes delivery in the borough and an update on the operation of  local 
legibility criteria.  

Background documents: 
Written Ministerial Statement – “Affordable Homes Update: First Homes” 24th May 2021 
by Christopher Pincher, Minister of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
Planning Practice Guidance – “First Homes”  
R&B “Development Management Plan”, Sept 2019 – In particular Policies DES6 and 
DES4 

R&B “Affordable Housing” Supplementary Planning Document 2020 

First Homes: Model Section 106 Agreement (for developer contributions) 

Contacts: 

Housing Strategy and Projects Manager   - Alison Robinson 
Legal Services    - Joyce / James / Natasha 
Land Charges     - Maggie Judd 
Planning Service     - Andrew Benson 
Planning Policy     - Tanya Mankoo-Flatt 
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